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Executive Summary
This document constitutes Deliverable D1.1 “Report on Moving Block Operational and Engineering
Rules” in the framework of TD2.3 Moving Block of IP2 according to the Shift2Rail Multi-Annual
Action plan (MAAP). The objectives of this deliverable were threefold:




Describe Moving Block fundamentals, including the differences from traditional signalling
systems,
Propose changes that might result in easier application of Moving Block signalling or their
evolution to a different traffic management approach, and
Assess Moving Block Operational and Engineering Rules.

Various workshops were held to achieve the aims. In the first step, the function of the ETCS L3
Moving Block Trackside provided by X2RAIL-1 Deliverable D5.2 was reviewed. Functions between
the sketched subsystem were derived with a focus on railway operation. The second step was to
assess the X2RAIL-1 Moving Block Operational and Engineering Rules. Various operational
situations were defined to which the Operational and Engineering Rules were tested using serious
gaming.
Overall, the following contributions were made:
 Functional Description and extension of ETCS L3 Trackside
 Accumulated open questions for ETCS L3 Trackside
 Critically review of Operational and Engineering Rules
 Scenarios developed and tested
 Description of the importance of traffic management to avoid deadlocks.
The following main conclusions were obtained:
 The intended move away from conventional fixed block systems and the shift of localisation
to trains represents a radical technological change. Nevertheless, the work in this project
shows that railways will remain transport systems that are controlled and operated by
trackside despite these changes.
 Shifting the localisation from trackside to the trains will lead to a higher communication
effort. The safety, the security and availability of the localisation and communication
systems will have to comply the requirements of current localisation systems.
 It should be considered to define harmonised Operational and Engineering Rules that can
be used throughout Europe.
 The operator often has to perform safety critical tasks. The importance of human failure
must be considered during system development.
 Functional description methods that allow coherent and verifiable descriptions are yet to
be developed. This would allow decisions for a real system design to be made at an early
stage of development with the required safety levels.
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Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms
ENG
EoA
ETCS
FS
IM
L2
L3
LS
OPE
RU
SH
TI
TIMS
TRL
TTD
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Description
Engineering Rule
End of Authority
European Train Control System
Full supervision
Infrastructure Manager
Level 2
Level 3
Limited Supervision
Operational Rule
Railway Undertaking
shunting mode
Train Integrity
Train Integrity Monitoring System
Technology Readiness Level
Trackside Train Detection
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1. Introduction
The MOVINGRAIL project aims at identifying and analysing operational, technological and business
changes that Moving Block signalling and Virtual Coupling will bring about in the railways. The
main objective of the project is to quantify overall impacts of next-generation train-centric
signalling systems and provide recommendations and strategies enabling effective and costefficient migration from current railway systems. The main purpose of this deliverable is threefold:




Describe Moving Block fundamentals and highlight differences from traditional fixed-block
signalling systems.
Propose changes that might result in easier application of Moving Block signalling or their
evolution to a different traffic management approach.
Assess the Moving Block Operational and Engineering Rules as defined by X2RAIL-1.

In the first task basic signalling terminology and concepts were defined. These are available as an
online glossary on the MOVINGRAIL website https://movingrail.eu/public-information/glossaryof-railway-operation-control. The terminology is used throughout the MOVINGRAIL deliverables.
In particular, MOVINGRAIL D4.3 defines the terminology and concepts for Virtual Coupling,
whereas this deliverable focuses on the terminology and concepts of Moving Block. Capacity
analyses of Moving Block and Virtual Coupling compared to fixed block signalling are also included
in D4.3.
In the second task, the fundamentals of Moving Block operations were analysed, see Chapter 2.
Basic understanding of ETCS Level 2 operations is required. The principals of spacing,
infrastructural and operational situations are discussed in detail. The avoidance of deadlocks, flank
protection and safeguarding of level crossings are discussed.
The third task focused on the division of functions between onboard and trackside in moving block
since the division is becoming increasingly important. The X2RAIL-1 project “Start-up activities for
Advanced Signalling and Automation Systems” had a relativity clear concept on the train functions
but not on the trackside functions. For this reason, functions of the ETCS L3 Moving Block Trackside
were more deeply derived and described with an analysis of ETCS L3 Moving Block Trackside and
its subsystems. The analysis was based on the Deliverables available from X2-RAIL-1. It was
considered which functions and which relation every ETCS L3 Moving Block Trackside subsystem
should perform. The functions are described in Chapter 3.
The last task contained the assessment and report on the developed Operational (OPE) and
Engineering (ENG) Rules by the X2RAIL-1 project (in particular Deliverable D5.2). A serious gaming
method was used to test the OPE and ENG rules. In a workshop, various operational scenarios
were tested. These scenarios were developed in such a way that most OPE and ENG regulations
could be tested. The method and the results of the assessment are discussed in Chapter 4.
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2. Fundamentals of moving block
2.1. The key idea behind moving block signalling
With the roll-out of ETCS level 2, guiding trains by cab signalling is going to become the new train
control standard in Europe. While ETCS level 2 is still based on fixed block sections, the braking
curves are calculated onboard depending on the current speed and the braking performance of
the train. On lines with optimised block lengths, the impact of the fixed block system on the line
capacity is marginalised. In particular, on lines with mixed traffic, the capacity improvement that
could be achieved by moving block is limited given the running time differences. Nonetheless,
moving block is a technological challenge worth further investigation, also due to the cost and
maintenance savings by the absence of trackside train detection, which is replaced by onboard
train positioning and Train Integrity Monitoring (TIM).

2.2. Principles of train spacing in moving block
Moving block is based on the principle of spacing trains in absolute braking distance. In a moving
block system, the rear end of a train is considered as a moving danger point to be protected against
a following train. That means that the minimum distance between two following trains equals the
braking distance of the second train plus a supplementary safety distance.

Figure 1: Train separation by moving block
The braking distance equals the movement authority. The supplementary safety distance runs
from the end of authority to the danger point provided by the rear end of the train ahead. That
supplementary distance is an equivalent to the block overlap in a traditional fixed block system. It
is the minimum safety distance kept between the two trains if the second train stops behind the
first train. If points are going to be moved between two trains following each other in moving
block, an additional time window for moving the points is needed. When passing through a
complex point zone, that time window depends on the point control principle (see Section 2.4).

2.3. Direction control on lines with bidirectional traffic
Besides the safe separation of movements following each other in the same direction, the
protection of opposing movements on lines with bidirectional operation is a key function of safe
train control. In a traditional fixed block system, this is effected either by direction locking (usually
on lines outside of station areas where trains cannot reverse) or by locking out opposing routes
on station tracks by the interlocking system. In a moving block system, the train will always check
that the braking distance ahead is available. When the braking distance overlaps with the danger
point ahead of the braking distance of an opposing train, the end of authority will stop moving,
and the train will be brought to a stop. Since the same procedure also happens for the opposing
train, both trains will stop at the opposing danger point keeping the minimum safety distance
between them. While this is a safe situation, it must be avoided on line sections where trains
GA 826347
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cannot reverse. This applies to most lines outside station areas. A train must not enter such section
as long any opposing movements are travelling through that section or have authority to enter
that section from the next location where the train sequence may be changed.

Figure 2: Comparing the two solutions of direction control

2.4. Principles of controlling and locking points
When a train is travelling through a point zone, the points must be kept locked until they have
been cleared by the entire train. Moving points is only possible in the gaps provided by the moving
block principle between the trains. For this, a time window must be established ahead of the
danger point to provide the control time for moving points. The control time contains the time to
request the points, the time to get the points assigned, and the time to move the points.

Figure 3: Time window for point control between trains separated by moving block
Points are requested by the train according to the timetable data in the onboard unit. The points
must have reached the proper position in front of the danger point of an approaching train. The
locking of points is effected by the principle that after points have been assigned to a train, the
requests of other trains will be declined. Assigning points to a train means that the train gets the
GA 826347
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exclusive right to control and occupy the points. The same procedure also applies to crossings
without movable points to lock out conflicting moves. Points that are locked for flank protection
to protect another train may be assigned to a train but cannot be moved by that train. The train
the points were assigned to, would usually need those points in the same position the points are
locked in to provide flank protection to another train. Otherwise, there would be a conflict with a
train that is currently protected by these points, so the train will have to wait anyway. In such a
situation, after the points have been assigned to the train, the train will have to wait with moving
the points until they are no longer called for flank protection.

Figure 4: Train waiting in front of points locked for flank protection
As explained later, assigning points to the train cannot be done in a pure train-centric manner but
requires action from a traffic control centre.
Point control can be effected either by dynamic routes or by fixed routes. A dynamic route means
that the points are assigned individually to the train. So, a route through a point zone is extended
step by step ahead of that train. A fixed route means that the train requests all points providing a
route through a point zone at once. That principle is similar to an interlocking route as used in
traditional interlocking system. The fixed route principle will reduce capacity by requiring a longer
time window ahead of the danger point of the leading train and thus a greater distance between
trains separated by moving block. On the other hand, in case of a route conflict, point control
based on dynamic routes may force the leading train to stop somewhere in the middle of a point
zone and block the paths of other trains. This may also seriously harm capacity.

Figure 5: Trains blocked by a train stopping within a point zone
The decision whether to use dynamic or fixed routes depends on the capabilities of the traffic
control system. For the use of dynamic routes, the traffic control system must be able to handle
complex conflicts in point zones with more than two trains involved to prevent a train from
stopping at a location where it would cause serious delays by blocking the paths of other trains. If
the traffic control does not provide that functionality, using fixed routes is more appropriate.
GA 826347
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2.5. Principles of flank protection
The problem of flank protection does not depend on the principle of train separation. The basic
requirements of how to protect a train against flank hazards from converging and crossing tracks
does not differ between traditional interlockings and point zones on which trains are controlled
by moving block (and virtual coupling).
The flank hazard from conflicting trains can be handled by bringing trains to a safe stop when the
danger point ahead of the limit of authority is touching the flank zone of a train to be protected.
This is not different from traditional systems in which flank protection against conflicting train
moves is provided by main signals or the authority limit of cab signalling (e.g., in ETCS level 2). In
point zones where shunting and parking of equipment is not permitted, no other means for flank
protection are needed. However, points that could be brought into a protective position should
be moved to that position.
The critical flank hazards do not result from conflicting train moves but from shunting moves and
parked equipment that could get into motion unintentionally. In areas, where shunting and
parking of equipment is allowed, trains can be protected against these flank hazards by the
following flank protection elements:
•
•
•

shunting signals,
flank points, and
derailers.

Shunting moves that may reverse, pick up or leave vehicles cannot be controlled by cab signalling.
Consequently, if an ETCS onboard unit is switched to shunting mode (mode SH), there is no
authority limit protected by the ETCS. It wouldn’t make sense since a shunting unit with the
locomotive at the rear end would violate an authority limit. In shunting mode, the driver simply
has to stop at a shunting signal or another location given by the control centre. For controlling
shunting moves, shunting signals are still a practical solution even in areas where all regular train
movements are controlled by cab signalling or automatically. As long a shunting signal provides
flank protection to a train move, shunting movements using that signal as a destination point
should also be locked out.

Figure 6: Locking out a shunting move against a shunting signal protecting a train move
On tracks with heavy shunting or where vehicles are parked, shunting signals are not sufficient for
flank protection. On most railways, the use of derailers is limited to sidings. On main tracks, flank
points must be provided. Most railways also require flank points to protect tracks on which trains
pass at a high speed (usually exceeding 160 km/h).
If a train is protected by flank protection elements, the so-called flank area between the fouling
point of the train path and the protective elements must be kept clear of any vehicles. In particular,
this is important in cases where flank protection is provided by remote elements with flank
GA 826347
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transfer points located between these elements and the fouling point of the train path. Thus, while
track clear detection technology is no longer needed for train separation, they might still be
needed to check the clearance of the flank areas.

Figure 7: Example of a flank area with remote flank protection
In a train-centric control system, the control of flank protection elements is not effected by a
centralised control logic but by communication between track elements. That means, all
controllable track elements do not just have a point machine in the sense of a drive but some kind
of local intelligence enabling them to communicate to each other. Flank protection is initiated by
the point that was assigned to a train. After being assigned to that train and having received the
control command to move to the position needed for the passage of the train, the point would
initiate a search for flank protection into the track diverging from the path of the train. The flank
search procedure could be based on the same on the same rules as developed for traditional
interlocking systems based on a geographical control model.

Figure 8: Principle of flank search by communication between track elements
When having found the relevant protecting elements, they are moved to the protective position.
When having reached the protective position, it is confirmed to the point requesting the
protection. The point requesting the protection is also checking the clearance of the flank areas.

2.6. Principles of level crossing control
While road-rail level crossing control shows some similarities with point control, there is also an
essential difference. After two trains separated by moving block have passed through a level
crossing, the level crossing is not necessarily released. The level crossing is only released if
between two trains a gap is available that equals the minimum approach time for the level
crossing.

Figure 9: Time window to open a level crossing between trains separated by moving block
GA 826347
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2.7. The role of traffic control
While in a train-centric operation, most of the safety functions for train separation and point
control are performed onboard the trains, a traffic control centre is not obsolete. Different from a
traditional interlocking, the function of traffic control is not to provide safe routes for train
movements but to regulate the train sequence to avoid or minimise delays in case of conflicts.
When a train is passing through a point zone, the task of the control centre is to assign points and
crossings on the request of the train.

Figure 10: Assigning points to a train
In case of a conflict between two trains, there are competing requests the control centre has to
handle. When having made a decision on the sequence of the two trains, the request of the inferior
train for the relevant elements is declined, so this train will have to wait until these elements have
been released by the superior train. Another conflict to be avoided by the control centre is to lock
out opposing moves on stretches of line with bidirectional operation on which trains cannot
reverse.

Figure 11: Conflict detection by competing requests
Beside solving individual conflicts, the control centre also has to perform more complex
rescheduling tasks in case of serious delays that can cannot simply be handled by changing the
train sequence. That include re-routing of trains and changing the scheduled track use in station
areas. For this, the results of the rescheduling have to be transmitted to the trains to update the
onboard units to the altered timetable enabling the trains to request the correct elements for the
new paths.
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3. Proposal for added functions in Moving Block ETCS L3 Trackside
3.1. Introduction
The X2RAIL-1 project “Start-up activities for Advanced Signalling and Automation Systems”
provides a starting point in the review of moving block. The Deliverables given by X2RAIL-1
included a generic ETCS Level 3 Moving Block System Functional Architecture (X2Rail-1, D5.1, p.
10) and a comparison of Functional Architectures for ETCS Level 2 and ETCS Level 3 Moving Block
(X2Rail-1, D5.1, p. 11). Figure 12 shows both the functional architecture and the ETCS L3 part of
the comparison. The requirements (D5.1) and operational and engineering rules (D5.2) had a clear
concept on the train functions but not the trackside functions. For this reason, ETCS L3 Trackside
functions are more deeply derived and described in this chapter.
With the starting point set by the X2RAIL-1 D5.1 (see Figure 12), several workshops were held to
consider which functions and which relation every ETCS L3 Trackside subsystem should perform.
The method developed by (Bosse, 2010) is based on structured analysis and was used through-out
the workshops.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Initial figures L3 Trackside from X2RAIL-1: (a) Generic ETCS Level 3 Moving Block System
Functional Architecture (D5.1, p. 10), (b) Functional Architectures for ETCS Level 3 Moving Block
(D5.1, p. 11)
The workshops revealed missing functions and missing links between the functions. To relate the
evaluation to the previous work by X2RAIL-1 and document the findings Figure 12 (a) and (b) were
combined and extended with the findings of the workshops. All added functions in Figure 13 are
shown in red.

GA 826347
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Figure 13: Functions in L3 Trackside; changes in red in comparison to Figure 12
Proposals for the implementation of all added functions in addition to the requirements in (X2Rail1, D5.1) Moving Block Specifications are described in the following sections 3.2 to 3.8.
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3.2. Route Management
Table 1: Route Management
Function

Description

1

Request Movement Authority

2

Request Route Section

3

Report Route Section Locked

4

Report Route Section Release

5

Level Crossing

6

Request Track Section

7

Report Track Section Reserved

8

Report Route Locked

The Route Management shall receive and compute the
request of a Movement Authority from the Traffic
Management System.
The Route Management shall request the route section
needed for the movement authority from the Route Section
Management.
The Route Management shall receive and compute the report
of a locked route section from the Route Section
Management.
The Route Management shall receive and compute the report
of a released route section from the Route Section
Management.
The Route Management shall safeguard level crossings, if
needed for the movement authority.
The Route Management shall request a track section needed
for the movement authority to be reserved from the Track
Status Management.
The Route Management shall receive and compute the report
of a reserved track section from the Track Status
Management.
The Route Management shall report the locked route to the
Trains Management.

3.3. Points Management
Table 2: Points Management
Function

Description

1

Request Points Position

2

Release Points

3

Report Points locked

4

Request Points Clear

5

Report Points Clear

The Points Management shall set and lock the position of the
points requested by the Route Section Management.
The Points Management shall release points upon on
authorisation by the Route Section Management.
The Points Management shall report the locked points to the
Route Section Management.
The Points Management shall request the status of the track
section containing the points from the Track Status
Management prior of moving the points.
The Points Management shall receive and compute the report
of the status of the track section containing the points from
the Track Status Management.

GA 826347
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3.4. Route Section Management
Table 3: route Section Management
Function

Description

1

Request Points Position

2

Report Points Locked

3

Release Points

4

Request Route Section

5

Report Route Section Locked

6

Report Route Section Release

7

Report Released Track Section

8

Flank Protection

The Route Section Management shall request the needed
position of points from the Points Management.
The Route Section Management shall receive and compute the
report of the locked points from the Points Management.
The Route Section Management shall authorise the Points
Management to release points after the corresponding route
section has been released.
The Route Section Management shall safeguard the route
section upon receiving the request from the Route
Management.
The Route Section Management shall report the locked route
section to the Route Management after locking the requested
route section.
The Route Section Management shall report the release of a
route section to the Route Management.
The Route Section Management shall receive a released track
section from the Track Status Management and compute if a
route section can be released.
The Route Section Management shall ensure flank protection
before locking a route section.

3.5. Track Status Management
Table 4: Track Status Management
Function

Description

1

Report Released Track Section

2

Report Track Section Reserved

3

Request Track Section

4

Request Points Clear

5

Report Points Clear

6

Occupy Track Section

7

Release Track Section

8

Unknown Track Section

9

Report Track Status

10

Report Trackside Train Detection

The Track Status Management shall report the release of a
track section to the Route Section Management.
The Track Status Management shall report the reserved track
section to the Route Management.
The Track Status Management shall reserve a section of track
upon the request from the Route Management.
The Track Status Management shall receive the request about
the track section containing the points to be moved from the
Points Management.
The Track Status Management shall report the status of the
track section containing the points to be moved to the Points
Management.
The Track Status Management shall set track section as
occupied upon receiving the respective information from the
Trains Management.
The Track Status Management shall release the track section
and set the track status to clear upon receiving the respective
information from the Trains Management.
The Track Status Management shall set track section as
unknown upon receiving the respective information from the
Trains Management.
The Track Status Management shall report the track status to
the Traffic Management System.
The Track Status Management shall be able to receive and
compute a report from the Trackside Train Detection if
existent.
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3.6. Trains Management
Table 5: Trains Management
Function

Description

1

Occupy Track Section

2

Release Track Section

3

Unknown Track Section

4

Report Timeout

5
6

Report Train Position from ETCS Onboard
Start of Mission

7

End of Mission

8

Report Train Positions to TMS

9

Report Route Locked

10

Send Movement Authority

The Trains Management shall send information of the
occupancy of a track section by a train to the Track Status
Management.
The Trains Management shall send information of the release
of a track section by a train with integrity confirmed to the
Track Status Management
In case of a timeout or a train without integrity confirmed the
Trains Management shall send unknown status for the
corresponding track section to the Track Status Management.
The Trains Management shall receive and compute a timeout
reported from the Communications Management.
The Trains Management shall receive and compute a train
position report from the ETCS On-board.
The Trains Management shall receive and compute a Start of
Mission from the ETCS On-board.
The Trains Management shall receive and compute an End of
Mission from the ETCS On-board.
The Trains Management shall report the train positions to the
Traffic Management System.
The Trains Management shall receive and compute a locked
route reported from the Route Management.
The Trains Management shall send the generated movement
authority to the ETCS On-board system.

3.7. Communications Management with Trains
Table 6: Communications Management with Trains
Function

Description

1

Monitoring

2

Report Timeout

The Communications Management shall establish and
terminate sessions, monitor every established communication
sessions and detect timeouts.
The Communications Management shall report a detected
timeout in the communication with a train to the Trains
Management.
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3.8. Functions to consider
Table 7: Functions to consider
Function
Temporary Shunting
Management

Description
Area The Temporary Shunting Area Management shall
provide temporary limited areas for shunting
operation. Its realisation is not yet clear. It has at least
constraints to the Route Management, Track Status
Management and the Points Management.
L3 Trackside can create temporary shunting areas and
must ensure that they are not used for routes (locked).
After shunting, the areas must be unlocked. Aspects to
be clarified: Who is authorised to control the points in
the temporary shunting area - L3 Trackside or local
operating area?
Manage Special Restrictions
Special restrictions (e.g. prohibition of simultaneous
movements in tunnel, exceeding loading gauge,
platform restrictions, power supply, etc.) must be
checked which needs to be implemented in L3
Trackside.
Initialisation
The process of L3 Trackside initialisation is not fully
described. It is yet unclear how the procedure to load
stored data will be safe and secure. For clearing track
statuses and locate trains initially only non-harmonised
rules are referred to.

3.9. Outlook and further development
The task to fully describe ETCS Level 3 Trackside cannot be considerate complete. A full and
complete description cannot be guaranteed, even if a careful and thorough approach has been
taken. The ETCS Level 3 Trackside is currently at an early technology readiness level, and only a
physical working prototype might show an approximate description. IMs and RUs should be
consulted to reach higher technology readiness levels, and proposed additions should be d
iscussed, tested, and modified further. Anyone who wants to further develop, test and
build an ETCS Level 3 Trackside can use the above described functions as a starting point.
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4. Assessment of Moving Block Operational and Engineering Rules
The rules are provided by (X2Rail-1, D5.2) and all references to rule names relate to that document.
In the assessment of Operational (OPE) and Engineering (ENG) Rules, it is crucial to test these rules
on scenarios in railway operations to gain robust results. Since it is not possible to test the OPE
and ENG rules in a real railway environment, an alternative had to be considered. Hence, the
decision was made to use a model to simulate various operational scenarios with a serious gaming
method. The serious game was developed at TUBS and is used in courses of the institute. TUBS
could provide the material, and it was the most cost-effective way to test the X2RAIL-1 results.
With this approach, it was possible to build a model which provides the possibility to simulate
Moving Block operations. The theoretical background of the model was based on the
fundamentals of moving block operations (see Chapter 2). Furthermore, the TUBS team developed
operational scenarios with a focus on typical situations in railway networks for testing the rules
with the model impartially. The approach to develop operational scenarios from ground has to be
taken, because there is no verified complete set of operational scenarios. Furthermore, the
scenarios were developed independently from X2Rail-1 D5.1/5.2 to reduce the systematic error.
Not all OPE and ENG rules could be evaluated with the applied method. For example, it was not
possible to test ENG-Generic-1, because an update of an MA in the L3 trackside couldn’t be
represented by the model. Another example is the OPE-LevelTrans-2, because it was not possible
to find an applicable model for a Train Integrity Monitoring System (TIMS) within the used method.
Table 8 shows in the first column the OPE and ENG rules from (X2Rail-1, D5.2) that could generally
be verified. The other columns show which rules could be applied and checked in the scenarios
described in the following Sections 4.1 to 4.13.
Table 8: Covered OPE and ENG Rules: first column generally verified, other columns applied and
checked in scenarios

Track Initialisation

Rescue train

Entering a permanent shunting area

Shunting with temporary shunting areas

Train without Position confirmed

Joining

Splitting with loss of TIM

Splitting

Moving Points in unknown area

Object on the track

Loss of train integrity

Loss of communication

End of Mission / Start of Mission

Rule covered in the workshop

Scenarios

OPE-Generic-1
OPE-Generic-2
OPE-Generic-3
OPE-Generic-4
OPE-Generic-5
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Track Initialisation

Rescue train

Entering a permanent shunting area

Shunting with temporary shunting areas

Train without Position confirmed

Joining

Splitting with loss of TIM

Splitting

Moving Points in unknown area

Object on the track

Loss of train integrity

Loss of communication

End of Mission / Start of Mission

Rule covered in the workshop

Scenarios

OPE-Generic-6
OPE-TrackInit-1
OPE-TrackInit-2
OPE-TrackInit-3
OPE-TrackInit-4
OPE-TrackInit-5
OPE-StartTrain-1
OPE-StartTrain-2
OPE-StartTrain-3
OPE-StartTrain-4
OPE-StartTrain-5
OPE-LevelTrans-1
OPE-LevelTrans-2
OPE-OS-1
OPE-OS-2
OPE-OS-3
OPE-OS-4
OPE-OS-5
OPE-SH-1
OPE-SH-2
OPE-SH-3
OPE-LossComms-1
OPE-LossComms-2
OPE-LossComms-3
OPE-LossComms-4
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Track Initialisation

Rescue train

Entering a permanent shunting area

Shunting with temporary shunting areas

Train without Position confirmed

Joining

Splitting with loss of TIM

Splitting

Moving Points in unknown area

Object on the track

Loss of train integrity

Loss of communication

End of Mission / Start of Mission

Rule covered in the workshop

Scenarios

OPE-LossTI-1
OPE-LossTI-2
OPE-REC-1
ENG-Generic-1
ENG-Generic-2
ENG-Generic-3
ENG-Generic-4
ENG-Generic-5
ENG-Generic-6
ENG-Generic-7
ENG-Generic-8
ENG-Generic-9
ENG-TrackInit-1
ENG-StartTrain-1
ENG-StartTrain-2
ENG-LevelTrans-1
ENG-HO-1
ENG-OS-1
ENG-EoM-1
ENG-EoM-2
ENG-SH-1
ENG-MixedTraffic-1
ENG-LossComms-1
ENG-LossComms-2
ENG-LossTI-1
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Track Initialisation

Rescue train

Entering a permanent shunting area

Shunting with temporary shunting areas

Train without Position confirmed

Joining

Splitting with loss of TIM

Splitting

Moving Points in unknown area

Object on the track

Loss of train integrity

Loss of communication

End of Mission / Start of Mission

Rule covered in the workshop

Scenarios

ENG-LossTI-2
ENG-LossTI-3
ENG-LossTI-4
ENG-LossTI-5
ENG-REC-1
ENG-MovSR-1

Every scenario consists of a description, schematic starting situation, and the final situation of a
scenario. The OPE and ENG rules, which can be applied in the scenario are mentioned with
reference to the page in the (X2Rail-1, D5.2) document. This chapter contains the minutes from
the workshop on the 25th of September 2020 at TUBS. Originally, the workshop was planned with
participants from the entire consortium. Unfortunately, the workshop was held only with
participants from TUBS due the COVID-19 pandemic situation.
The scenarios were tested with material from the serious game. In the first step every scenario
was analysed and the application of the OPE and ENG rules were discussed. The second task was
to run the scenario on the infrastructure with discussion. In the last step the scenarios where
documented.
The minutes of each scenario is described in the following sections 4.1 to 4.13.
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4.1. End of Mission / Start of Mission
Description
Train is on the run and terminates at the platform. After a pause, the train starts a new mission in
the opposite direction. When the train arrives at the platform an End of Mission manoeuvre is
required. For the new train run a Start of Mission manoeuvre has to be performed.

Platform

Figure 14: Schematic End of Mission / Start of Mission
OPE and ENG Rules
 OPE-StartTrain-1 (P. 29)
At Start of Mission or following a change in train length (e.g. splitting and joining), the Driver shall check
that the Train Integrity Monitoring System (TIMS), where fitted, is operational.


ENG-EoM-1 (P. 53)
A margin shall be engineered in the L3 Trackside to establish safely the location of a train that has
disconnected after an End of Mission procedure.



ENG-EoM-2 (P. 54)
Infrastructure Manager shall consider the provision of TTD in areas where trains are regularly left without a
communication session.

Minutes
 ENG-EoM-1:
o The origin of the margin and its parameters should be specified and explained in
the rule. A harmonisation of the margin should be pursued.
o In Rationale: The word “move” should be replaced by a more meaningful word due
to different possible interpretations. One interpretation could be a runaway
protection (an additional length of a track, for stopped freight trains which might
stretch while loosening its brakes).
 ENG-EoM-2 (Guidance): Whether a TTD is needed for the vicinity depends on the used
technology (axle counters vs track circuits).
 OPE-StartTrain-1: no comments
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4.2. Loss of communication
Description
Train 1 losses communication on the run.
Train 1

Train 2

Train 1 losses communication
Figure 15: Schematic Loss of communication
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-Generic-1 (P. 21)
Where the system permits, the operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, clear a piece of
track with Unknown status.


OPE-LossComms-1 (P. 38)
The operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, protect the movement of a noncommunicating train.



OPE-LossComms-2 (P. 39)
The operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, activate a pre-defined temporary radio hole.



OPE-LossComms-3 (P. 39)
The operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, deactivate a temporary radio hole.



OPE-LossComms-4 (P.40)
When alerted by the L3 Trackside that a train has been in a radio hole for longer than expected, the operator
shall apply non-harmonised rules.ENG-LossComms-1 (P. 57)



ENG-LossComms-1 (P. 57)
The Infrastructure Manager shall establish the value of a mute timer within the L3 Trackside to detect a loss
of regular train position reports.



ENG-LossComms-2 (P. 58)
The Infrastructure Manager shall engineer for each Radio Hole the time allowed for a train to pass through
the Radio Hole before the system reacts by alerting the operator .

Minutes
Three possible reasons for loss of communication were identified:
 Radio Hole (Loss of one or two radio cells)
 On Board communication systems failed
 Trackside communication system fails
Reason 1 and 2 were investigated further and analysed during the workshop. Reason 3 leads to a
failure of the complete system and was not further investigated. Due to different possible
locations of the EoA three Cases were examined:
 Case 1: Radio hole with current EoA inside the radio hole.
 Case 2: Radio hole with current EoA behind the radio hole.
 Case 3: Failure of on-board communication system.
Following concerns of the rules were identified:


OPE-Generic-1: The phrase “Where the system permits [...]” is highly problematic. The rules
should define what the system is allowed to permit and not the other way around. Clearing
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pieces of unknown track is highly safety relevant. Due to the safety the rules should be
harmonised. The following questions arise:
o Under which circumstances can an unknown area be removed?
o Can an unknown area be cleared by a following train?
o Human failure should be considered in the fall-back level.
OPE-LossComms-1: Generic rule needs to be specified for actual use. It is currently only a
guideline.
OPE-LossComms-2: no comments.
OPE-LossComms-3: no comments.
OPE-LossComms-4: Should be harmonised.
ENG-LossComms-1: no comments.
ENG-LossComms-2 (Guidance): What is the lowest speed profile - Slowest timetable path
or slowest permitted track speed?

4.3. Loss of train integrity
Description
Train 1 loses train integrity on the run. The operator and the driver have to work through the
operational roles.
Train 1

Train 2

Train 1 losses TI
Figure 16: Schematic Loss of train integrity
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-Generic-1 (P. 21)
Where the system permits, the operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, clear a piece of
track with Unknown status.


OPE-LossTI-1 (P. 40)
When advised of loss of train integrity, the operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, protect
the area in which a train division may have occurred.



OPE-LossTI-2 (P. 41)
When advised of loss of train integrity through an in-cab indication, the Driver shall follow non-harmonised
rules.



ENG-LossTI-1 (P. 59)
The length of the ‘No integrity info’ timer used by the L3 Trackside shall be configured according to project
specific requirements.



ENG-LossTI-2 (P. 59)
The Infrastructure Manager shall determine whether to apply Propagation of Unknown Track Status and
configure the L3 Trackside according to project specific requirements



ENG-LossTI-3 (P. 60)
The Infrastructure Manager shall configure the L3 Trackside to accept confirmation of integrity by the Driver
if this is required by the project.



ENG-LossTI-4 (P. 60)
The Infrastructure Manager shall configure whether the L3 Trackside authorises a Movement Authority for a
train reporting’ loss of integrity’ or ‘No integrity information available’ in excess of a period of time.



ENG-LossTI-5 (P. 61)
The reaction the L3 Trackside takes when a train reports loss of integrity shall be engineered according to
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project specific requirements.

Minutes
Train 1 driver can report TI and MA in next siding otherwise train 2 has to drive in OS mode through
the area.
 OPE-Generic-1:
o This rule should be harmonised.
o see 4.2 Loss of communication
 OPE-LossTI-1: The needed actions of the operator should be automated by the system as
far as possible, because of a shorter reaction time and a possible high workload of the
operator in this case.
 OPE-LossTI-2: should be harmonised
 ENG-LossTI-1:
o Combination with the timer for not communicating trains could be considered
(ENG-LossComms-1)
o Rationale: rephrase in simpler English
 ENG-LossTI-2: no comments
 ENG-LossTI-3: there should be a harmonised guidance for projects
 ENG-LossTI-4: no comments
 ENG-LossTI-5: should be harmonised and a guidance depending on the situation should be
available

4.4. Object on the track
Description
Train is on the run. Information that there is maybe an obstacle on the track was given by the
operator.

possible obstacle
Figure 17: Schematic Object on the track
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-Generic-1 (P. 21)
Where the system permits, the operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, clear a piece of
track with Unknown status.


OPE-Generic-6 (P. 24)
The operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, create or extend an Unknown Area flagged as
“Sweepable” or “Non-sweepable”.



OPE-OS-1 (P. 33)
When sweeping an area in ETCS Level 3 On Sight mode, the Driver shall, in accordance with non-harmonised
rules, follow operational procedures.



OPE-OS-2 (P. 34)
When asked to confirm the line is Clear, the Driver shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, observe
the track and confirm the status of sections of track joining/diverging from the line over which the train is
passing.



OPE-OS-3 (P. 35)
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When advised by the Driver that a section of line has been examined and observed clear, the operator shall,
in accordance with non-harmonised rules, clear the status of sections of track joining/diverging from the line
over which the train passed where the system allows.


OPE-OS-4 (P. 35)
The operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, advise the Driver of any specific checks prior
to authorising a move in ETCS Level 3 On Sight mode.



OPE-OS-5 (P. 35)
Upon receipt of a request from the L3 Trackside to extend a Movement Authority in an Unknown Area the
operator shall accept or reject the request, in accordance with non-harmonised rules.



ENG-REC-1 (P. 62)
The L3 Trackside shall be engineered to either:
a) Automatically extend a Movement Authority into Unknown Areas or
b) Require confirmation via the Traffic Management System before extending a Movement Authority into
Unknown Areas

Minutes
 OPE-Generic-1:
o This rule should be harmonised.
o see 4.2 Loss of communication
 OPE-Generic-6: Unknown areas flagged as “Sweepable” or “Non-Sweepable” might be
misleading. A proposal would be “Unknown” (for Unknown Sweepable) and “Hazard Zone”
(for Unknown Non-Sweepable).
 OPE-OS-1: Should only use harmonised rules. Operational procedures need to be
determined.
 OPE-OS-2: Should use harmonised rules.
 OPE-OS-3: Should use harmonised rules.
 OPE-OS-4: Matching of OPE-OS-4, OPE-OS-5 and ENG-REC-1 is based on non-harmonised
rules. When L3 trackside is allowed to extend a Movement Authority automatically in an
Unknown area OPE-OS-4 and OPE-OS-5 are not relevant. Should be handled together.
Should be harmonised.
 OPE-OS-5: Matching of OPE-OS-4, OPE-OS-5 and ENG-REC-1 is based on non-harmonised
rules. See OPE-OS-4
 ENG-REC-1: Matching of OPE-OS-4, OPE-OS-5 and ENG-REC-1 is based on non-harmonised
rules. See OPE-OS-4
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4.5. Moving Points in an unknown area
Description
Train is on the run and points in an unknown area need to be moved.

Points need to be moved
?

Figure 18: Schematic Moving Points in an unknown area
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-Generic-1 (P. 21)
Where the system permits, the operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, clear a piece of
track with Unknown status.


OPE-Generic-6 (P. 24)
The operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, create or extend an Unknown Area flagged as
“Sweepable” or “Non-sweepable”.



OPE-OS-1 (P. 33)
When sweeping an area in ETCS Level 3 On Sight mode, the Driver shall, in accordance with non-harmonised
rules, follow operational procedures.



OPE-OS-2 (P. 34)
When asked to confirm the line is Clear, the Driver shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, observe
the track and confirm the status of sections of track joining/diverging from the line over which the train is
passing.



OPE-OS-3 (P. 35)
When advised by the Driver that a section of line has been examined and observed clear, the operator shall,
in accordance with non-harmonised rules, clear the status of sections of track joining/diverging from the line
over which the train passed where the system allows.



OPE-OS-4 (P. 35)
The operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, advise the Driver of any specific checks prior
to authorising a move in ETCS Level 3 On Sight mode.

Minutes
Since there is no procedure documented for moving points in an unknown area, it was assumed
that the point movement will need to be cleared first through the operator (OPE-Generic-1) and
then be moved. Related to the non-exhaustive list for causes a track becomes unknown in X2RAIL1 D5.1 Requirements section 6.2.1. only the item f) may have a circumstance, where points could
be cleared for moving without special measures. For all other items it is a necessary to safely clear
the points prior to moving.
 OPE-Generic-1:
o The phrase “may need staff /and Drivers assistance” is problematic. In the
investigated case the operator needs the confirmation of the driver to clear the
points. The guidance should be more specific. With the confirmation of the driver,
the operator may clear only the checked points. For larger unknown areas, it will be
impossible for the driver to check and confirm all points in the unknown area to be
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clear. Due to the possibility of mistaking points, the permission of the driver for
checking points should be restrictive (for example: only the points directly in front
of the train).
o The flank protection could also contain points. These points could be located further
away. It is therefore possible that the flank protection remains unknown status.
Therefore, routes could not be set.
o A possible solution for these problems is to use TTD for point zones.
OPE-Generic-6: No comments.
OPE-OS-1: Should use harmonised rules.
OPE-OS-2: Should use harmonised rules.
OPE-OS-3: Should use harmonised rules.
OPE-OS-4: Should use harmonised rules.
Missing rule: There needs to be a rule how points within an unknown area can be moved
(related to REQ-PTS-3).

4.6. Splitting
Description
Trainset has to stop and split at the platform.

Part 2

Part 1

platform
Figure 19: Schematic Splitting
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-StartTrain-1 (P. 29)
At Start of Mission or following a change in train length (e.g. splitting and joining), the Driver shall check
that the Train Integrity Monitoring System (TIMS), where fitted, is operational.


ENG-StartTrain-2 (P. 50)
When the L3 Trackside is engineered, a margin shall be established for the minimum length of vehicle that
could be present in the L3 area.

Minutes
 OPE-StartTrain-1: no comments.
 ENG-StartTrain-2: no comments.
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4.7. Splitting with loss of TIMS
Description
After the splitting process train 1 cannot report train integrity.

Train 2

Train 1

platform
Figure 20: Schematic Splitting with loss of TIMS
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-StartTrain-2 (P. 29)
Non-harmonised Operational Rules shall define under which circumstances the Driver is allowed to move a
train which is not able to report integrity confirmed.


OPE-Generic-2 (P. 22)
The Driver shall only confirm train integrity in accordance with non-harmonised Operational Rules.

Minutes
 OPE-StartTrain-2: If a train has a defect TIMS and can’t report TI, then it’s an issue of
dispatching if the train should be:
a) withdraw from operations immediately and the TIMS has to be repaired.
b) stay in operation and leave unknown areas
c) withdraw from operations at a suitable position.
 OPE-Generic -2: no comments.

4.8. Joining
Description
The two trains have to join in the station.
Train 2

Train 1

Platform
Figure 21: Schematic Joining
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-StartTrain-1 (P. 29)
At Start of Mission or following a change in train length (e.g. splitting and joining), the Driver shall check
that the Train Integrity Monitoring System (TIMS), where fitted, is operational.


ENG-StartTrain-2 (P. 50)
When the L3 Trackside is engineered, a margin shall be established for the minimum length of vehicle that
could be present in the L3 area.

Minutes
 OPE-StartTrain-1: no comments
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ENG-StartTrain-2: no comments
The waiting positon of the second train should be defined e.g. with a marker board or TTD

4.9. Train without position confirmed
Description
The train cannot report its position.

?

Figure 22: Schematic Train without position confirmed
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-Generic-3 (P. 22):
When asked by the operator to report the location of the train, the Driver shall do so in accordance with
non-harmonised rules.


OPE-StartTrain-3 (P. 30):
The operator shall not authorise Override to be used for a train with an unknown or ambiguous position,
unless being used to move the train to read a balise group and, thereby, report from a known position.



OPE-StartTrain-4 (P. 31):
Where required in non-harmonised rules, after receiving notification of a train reporting an invalid/unknown
position, the operator shall contact the Driver and determine an estimated location for the train.



OPE-StartTrain-5 (P. 31):
Where required in non-harmonised rules, after determining an estimated position of the train with the
Driver, the operator shall enter the location into the L3 Trackside.

Minutes
For this scenario two cases were considered. In the first case the train cannot report its position
on the run. The second case is, that the train can’t report its position during a Start of Mission
procedure.
 OPE-Generic-3:
o Concerning the input of train position to L3 Trackside, the reporting of the location
should only be performed at pre-defined position on the track with unique track
side references to reduce the risk of faulty input.
o The matching of OPE-Generic-3, OPE-StartTrain-5 and REQ-StartTrain-4 is based on
non-harmonised rules.
 OPE-StartTrain-3: no comments.
 OPE-StartTrain-4: Should follow a harmonised procedure.
 OPE-StartTrain-5:
o The possibility to enter the train data into the L3 trackside is only covered in D 5.1.
(X2RAIL-1) with the requirement REQ-StartTrain4. As investigated in the scenario,
the setting for entering train position into L3 Trackside differs between the two
cases.
o In the first case (on the run) the area in which the train could be is known for the L3
trackside. This area could be used for checking the feasibility of the entered
position.
o The matching of OPE-Generic-3, OPE-StartTrain-5 and REQ-StartTrain-4 is based on
non-harmonised rules.
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4.10. Shunting with temporary shunting areas
Description
Train has entered the station and has to shunt into the siding.

Figure 23: Schematic Shunting with temporary shunting areas
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-SH-1 (P. 37)
The operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, activate temporary shunting areas, where
needed.


OPE-SH-2 (P. 37)
The operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, deactivate temporary shunting areas.



ENG-SH-1 (P. 55)
The Infrastructure Manager shall define temporary shunting areas in the L3 Trackside where operationally
required.

Minutes
In shunting operations, it should be clear in which ETCS mode the train is operating.
 OPE -SH-1
o Rational: What operational cases need a temporary shunting area?
o Should be harmonised.
 OPE -SH-2:
o Will the cancelling of a temporary shunting area leave an unknown area or will the
area be clear?
o Should be harmonised.
 ENG-SH-1:
o What has a border of a shunting area to fulfil (e.g. flank protection, TTD)?
o How should other track areas have to be protected from shunting movements.
 Missing Rules:
o It is not described how vehicles can leave the shunting areas.
o As a shunting movement a train would operate in shunting mode (SH). How does
the transition from the shunting mode in an ETCS for train runs (e.g. FS, LS) work?
o How are the transitions of modes organised?
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4.11. Entering a permanent shunting area
Description
Train is on the run and has to enter the permanent shunting area.

Siding
Figure 24: Schematic Entering a permanent shunting area
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-SH-3 (P. 38)
The operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, allow trains to enter a shunting area.

Minutes
 OPE-SH-3: Needs to be specified how the movement is allowed. Should be harmonised.
 Missing Rules:
o There is no rule how to move points within a shunting area.
o There is no rule how to protect the mainline from shunting movements in the
permanent shunting area.
o There is no complimentary rule how train would leave a shunting area.

4.12. Rescue train
Description
Train breaks down on the track and has to be hauled by a rescue train. The rescue train and the
failed train are building a new train.
Rescue
Train
Failed Train

Figure 25: Schematic Rescue train
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-Generic-1 (P. 21)
Where the system permits, the operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, clear a piece of
track with Unknown status


OPE-REC-1 (P. 42)
The Driver of the rescue train shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, confirm train integrity
combined train when having reached a standstill at a station or designated location previously agreed with
the operator.

Minutes
The haul of the failed train will create an unknown area. The procedure will be similar to the
scenario Loss of Train integrity.
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OPE-Generic-1: In the case of a failed train, sweeping the unknown area should be
preferred over clearing an unknown area.
OPE-REC-1: Should be harmonised.

4.13. Track Initialisation
Description
Trackside system fails during operation. Since there is no TTD on the track the operator asks every
train for its current position. In this scenario one group work as drivers and the other as operator
s. The operators have to document the position of every train.

?

?
?

?

Figure 26: Track initialisation
OPE and ENG rules
 OPE-Generic-1 (P. 21)
Where the system permits, the operator shall, in accordance with non-harmonised rules, clear a piece of
track with Unknown status


OPE-Generic-2 (P. 22)
The Driver shall only confirm train integrity in accordance with non-harmonised Operational Rules.



OPE-Generic-3 (P. 22)
When asked by the operator to report the location of the train, the Driver shall do so in accordance with
non-harmonised rules.



OPE-TrackInit-1 (P. 25)
The Infrastructure Manager shall define the non-harmonised procedures for initialising or restart of the L3
Trackside.



OPE-TrackInit-2 (P. 26)
Where the system permits and in accordance with non-harmonised rules, the person in charge of the work
(e.g. Maintenance Engineer, Testing Engineer) and/or the operator shall enter information about trains and
obstructions in the area.



OPE-TrackInit-3 (P. 27)
Where the system permits and in accordance with non-harmonised rules, the operator shall, having entered
the details of all vehicles and obstructions, instruct the system to set all other areas to Clear.



OPE-TrackInit-4 (P. 27)
The operator shall if required by non-harmonised rules, instruct all train drivers, by voice radio call or other
means, to stop and confirm all trains at a stand prior to a restart of the system.



OPE-TrackInit-5 (P. 28)
After completing initialisation of the L3 Trackside, the Responsible Person shall confirm to the L3 Trackside
that the procedure is complete, in accordance with non-harmonised rules.



OPE-StartTrain-3 (P. 30)
The operator shall not authorise Override to be used for a train with an unknown or ambiguous position,
unless being used to move the train to read a balise group and, thereby, report from a known position.



ENG-TrackInit-1 (P. 48)
Infrastructure Managers shall select which information is to be stored by the L3 Trackside and establish for
how long it can be used safely when the L3 Trackside is re-initialised.

Minutes
The process of L3 Trackside initialisation is not described. For that reason, only general thoughts
about possible processes could be gathered.
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OPE-Generic-1:
o It should be considered, if an unknown area can be switched into a clear track status
(as already mentioned in section 4.2).
o The bootstrapping process should not be a black box.
OPE-Generic-2: Should be harmonised.
OPE-Generic-3: Should be harmonised.
OPE-TrackInit-1: Should be harmonised.
OPE-TrackInit-2:
o How it is guaranteed that no obstruction and no train is forgotten?
o Should be harmonised.
OPE-TrackInit-3:
o How it is guaranteed that no obstruction and no train is forgotten?
o Probably a dangerous step. Fail-Safe would be to instruct the system also of clear
areas and leave every not mentioned area unknown.
o Should be harmonised.
OPE-TrackInit-4:
o Could be automated
o Should be harmonised.
OPE-TrackInit-5: Should be harmonised.
OPE-StartTrain-3: no comments.
ENG-TrackInit-1:
o At the restart of the system it has to be ensured, that the stored data can be safe
used. (see REQ-TrackInit-2).
o Probably the reason for the trackside initialisation should be considered. For that
reason, the stored data should also store information about the shutdown (planned
shutdown, system failure, first initialisation after manufacturing).
Fail safe principal is not applied in REQ-TrackInit-4: Unknown Areas should only be explicitly
set clear.

4.14. Summary
Among the main issues identified were the “non-harmonised rules”. In the provided X2RAIL-1
Deliverable 5.2 the phrase “according to non-harmonised rules” is used very often. It should be
considered to define harmonised OPE and ENG rules which can be used throughout Europe. The
harmonisation should unify the national traits which include an underlying model, perspective and
wording of national railways. Besides this general issue, further discussion points were identified:
 TTD will still be necessary in some areas. This applies e.g. to shunting and sidings where
vehicles are present that are not registered at L3 Trackside. As well for clearing points prior
to moving.
 Unknown Areas which are Sweepable may leave behind a danger zone.
 It is not clear what Temporary Shunting Areas will leave behind, when they are terminated.
 The operator often has to perform safety critical tasks. The importance of human failure
must be considered during system development. This applies in particular to the fall-back
levels and non-harmonised rules.
 A complete set of Moving Block ETCS L3 rules and requirements should be compiled in one
document without referring to ETCS L2 rules; e.g. see page 36 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 in X2RAIL1 Deliverable 5.2.
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The absence of a verified complete set of operational scenarios and no verified formal method is
problematic. Therefore, this work cannot be considered complete. Many eyes by different nations
and national railways are needed to cover all critical situations. Until then, slowly progressing with
prototypes and testing in the hope of enough scenarios will cover all relevant gaps seems
reasonable.
In addition to testing with serious gaming, further research is necessary. This concerns the search
for suitable methods to develop the functions, components and test procedures. Another
interesting approach could be the development of a Rail Lab, where Moving Block OPE and ENG
rules could be investigated and further developed.
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5. Conclusions
System characterization
The Moving Block process has two main objectives. On the one hand, driving at an absolute braking
distance, and on the other hand, avoiding the use of trackside train detection, e.g. axle counters.
This intended move away from conventional fixed block systems and the shift of localisation to
trains represents a radical technological change. Nevertheless, the work in this project shows that
railways will remain transport systems that are controlled and operated by the trackside despite
these changes. In particular, the following responsibilities remain by trackside:
 Managing track statuses,
 Setting and safeguarding routes,
 Dispatching in order to provide traffic flowing and avoiding deadlocks, e.g. in point zones
or on single-track lines,
 Determining and giving the Movement Authority.
To this respect, this essential system characteristic of rail-guided transport systems will be
continued. So, the term “train-centric operation” can lead to misunderstandings.
Furthermore, dispatching and traffic management will reach higher importance. The following
concerns have been identified:
 Some reference points like ETCS Stop Markers are still required in the proximity of junctions
and stations not only for standard procedures but for degraded mode/fall back operations,
 Such reference points are also required when implementing traffic management strategies
(e.g. rerouting, reordering) when trains need to wait at such a defined position,
 Traffic management strategies for traffic flow and avoiding deadlocks need to be
implemented.
Localisation and communication requirements
Shifting the localisation from trackside to the trains will lead to a higher communication effort.
The safety, the security and availability of the localisation and communication systems will have
to comply with the requirements of current localisation systems. The level of the safety margins
required for this will significantly influence the capacity of the infrastructure.
Functions
The Moving Block ETCS L3 Trackside has been described functionally so far. These descriptions
could be further detailed. On the basis of railway-typical operational scenarios the following
conclusions/requirements for the further system development were gained:







In X2RAIL-1 Deliverable 5.2 the phrase “according to non-harmonised rules” is used very
often. It should be considered to define harmonised OPE and ENG rules which can be used
throughout Europe.
Fixed TTD cannot be avoided. Areas where vehicles are parked that are not registered with
ETCS L3 Trackside must be limited with TTD. This will be necessary e.g. for side tracks and
shunting areas.
Unknown Areas which are Sweepable may leave behind a danger zone.
It is not clear what Temporary Shunting Areas will leave behind when they are terminated.
The operator often has to perform safety critical tasks. The importance of human failure
must be considered during system development. This applies in particular to the fall-back
levels and non-harmonised rules.
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Path from the functional system description to an existing system
The functional description from X2RAIL-1 and the extension by this project MOVINGRAIL was only
a starting point. This description does not yet have any reference to a real system. Functional
description methods that allow coherent and verifiable descriptions are yet to be developed.
Based on this, security levels to be maintained for the functions should be determined by a risk
analysis. This would allow decisions for a real system design to be made at an early stage of
development with the required safety levels. Furthermore, the safety margins and availabilities
required in the system could be estimated. This would provide an improved basis for capacity
analysis. This leads to the following research questions:




How can new systems be functionally defined and described in a generic and verifiable
way?
How can the safety levels to be maintained be derived from the functions described
generically?
Can current risk analysis methods be adapted for this process, which is to be applied on a
still abstract generic functional level?
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